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Brief Biography









1996-2000. PhD Philosophy, University of
Essex.
2004-8. University of Essex. PhD Machine
consciousness. Worked on CRONOS project to
build a conscious robot.
2009-10. Imperial College. Worked with Igor
Aleksander on a new approach for analyzing
neural networks for consciousness.
2010-12. Imperial College. Worked with Murray
Shanahan on spiking neural network models
and tools.
2012-15. Turing Fellow, Sackler Centre for
Consciousness Science.

Philosophy






Understand the problems of consciousness
using a self reflexive approach
Map out the limits of our possible knowledge
about consciousness.
Formulate a set of minimal assumptions that are
required to get the work on the neural correlates
of consciousness off the ground.
Development of a general theory of
consciousness that applies to artificial systems
as well.

GENERAL Approach

Computer Science & Mathematics




Convert vague philosophical theories about
consciousness into formal theories that can be
experimentally tested.
Use simulated neural networks to understand
how we can make predictions about
representation and consciousness according to
different theories.
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Neuroscience & Experimental
Psychology



Source of data for the neural models.
Test theories and analysis methods that have
been developed on simulated neural networks.

C RONOS Project

CRONOS Project




3 year EPSRC project proposed and led by
Owen Holland and Tom Troscianko.
Aimed to develop a conscious robot.
I did my second PhD as part of this project.

My Contribution




My challenge was to produce a system that
implemented some of the proposed functional
correlates of consciousness.
I also needed to analyze this system to make
predictions about its consciousness, to evaluate
the extent to which it was conscious and thus
the extent to which we had succeeded in
creating a conscious robot.

CRONOS and SIMNOS


Two anthropomimetic robots were developed as
part of this project.

Spiking Neural Network





Developed a spiking neural network simulator
called SpikeStream.
Constructed a network with 18,000 neurons and
700,000 connections that controlled the eye
movements of the SIMNOS robot.
This implemented Aleksander’s axioms of:






Planning
Depiction
Imagination
Emotion
Attention
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Experimental Setup

Network Architecture

Network Behaviour

Identification of Representational States






Learnt association between eye movements
and visual input for each point in space.
When it saw an ‘negative’ stimuli it switched into
an offline imagination mode and used the learnt
information to plan an eye movement towards a
‘positive’ stimulus.
When a suitable eye movement had been
selected it executed it and looked at the positive
stimulus.

Identification of Representational States






Working definition of a representational state: a
state of the system that covaries with a state of
the environment.
Injected noise into layers with known response
properties.
Used mutual information to identify neurons in
the rest of the system that were connected to
the injection layers.

Identification of Representational States
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Integration Between Representations


Used Tononi and Sporns (2003) algorithm to
identify the highest Φ complex that each neuron
was involved in.

Predictions about Consciousness



Measured the firing states of the system.
Generated predictions about which firing
neurons were associated with consciousness
using:




Tononi’s (2004) information integration theory.
Formal definition of Metzinger (2003).
Formal definition of Aleksander (2005).

Analysis Run Data

Predicted Distribution of Consciousness
According to Tononi’s Theory

Predicted Distribution of Consciousness
According to Aleksander’s Theory

Predicted Distribution of Consciousness
According to Metzinger’s Theory
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Description of Predicted Phenomenology

LIVELINESS

Liveliness





Measuring Liveliness

Worked with Aleksander on a new measure of
information integration.
State-based measure of the effective
connectivity between neurons.
Measures whether the current state of neuron A
contributes to the next firing state of neuron B.
Might be linked to information integration;
similar to causal density.

Measuring Liveliness

Measuring Liveliness
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Measuring Liveliness

Neuron Liveliness and Clusters






Heat Map

A neuron’s liveliness is the sum of the liveliness
of its incoming connections. Can be plotted as a
heat map.
Clusters: start with a seed neuron and expand
cluster by adding neurons with lively
connections until no more neurons can be
added.
Total cluster liveliness:

Experimental Work


Developed test networks to compare Tononi’s
measure of information integration with
liveliness.

Results




Liveliness broadly agrees with Tononi’s
measure on some network topologies.
Liveliness is much faster than Balduzzi and
Tononi’s (2008) algorithm.
Which algorithm is correct is an open question.

NEUROBOT
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NeuroBot



MSc project that I proposed and co-supervised
last year.
Carried out by Zafeirios Fountas.

NeuroBot





Neural implementation of global workspace
based on Shanahan (2008).
Controlled an avatar in the Unreal Tournament
2004 game environment.
Individual behaviour modules based on
Braitenberg vehicles.
20,000 neurons; 1.5 million connections.

Unreal Tournament 2004

Workspace Architecture

Results

Analysis of NeuroBot’s Network

Close second in 2011 Botprize competition.
Developed a metric M ( Mannaz) to measure the
humanness of behaviour and carried out a
series of experiments comparing humans with
each other and with a couple of bots.
 M results:











Most human human: 73
Least human human: 20
NeuroBot: 36
Hunter (another bot): 7



Analyzed NeuroBot’s network’s structural
connectivity using a variety of graph theory
measures to see if the network’s actual
information-processing structure matched the
designed structure.
In the future we want to do an analysis of its
effective connectivity using transfer entropy.
This might enable us to develop an algorithm for
identifying a global workspace in an arbitrary
system.
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Structural Core Number Analysis

NEURAL Modelling Tools

NeMo





Developed by Andreas Fidjeland.
GPU and CPU simulation of Izhikevich point
neurons and other neuron models.
Can simulate ~100,000 neurons and ~100
million connections in real time.
Download for free at http://nemosim.sf.net.

iSpike







iSpike Architecture

First version developed by Edgars Lazdins, a
student that I co-supervised.
Subsequently improved and extended by myself
and Andreas Fidjeland.
Biologically inspired interface between spiking
neural network and the iCub robot.
Converts proprioceptive and visual data from
the robot into spikes.
Converts spikes from the network into motor
output that is sent to control the robot.
http://ispike.sf.net.

SpikeStream







Sophisticated visualisation, editing, archiving
and monitoring tools.
Databases for network storage
Written in C++/Qt.
NeMo wrapper for GPU and CPU simulation of
Izhikevich neurons.
iSpike wrapper for communication between
simulated neurons and the iCub robot.
http://spikestream.sf.net
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SpikeStream

The SCIENTIFIC Study
of Consciousness

Consciousness and the Rise of Science








Naive View of Perception

17th

Wilkes: no notion of consciousness before
Century in English
Initially there was naive perception of the world.
Then an increasingly elaborated theory of
perception the physical world. Emergence of a
primary/secondary quality distinction.
Emergence of consciousness as a separate idea.
Now have a situation in which the physical world is
a kind of abstraction from the phenomenal world
We believe in both, but they are not quite
compatible with each other.

Slightly Less Naive View of Perception

Primary and Secondary Qualities
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Perception of the Body

No Resemblance

The Brain is Colourless

Neural Correlates of Consciousness

Reporting Conscious States

Physical->Physical Causation
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Phenomenal->Physical Causation

Causal Overdetermination

Platinum Standard System

Assumption of Covariance





Physical system that is known or commonly
agreed to be associated with consciousness.
Platinum standard system is defined to be the
awake normal adult human brain.
Sound waves (and other forms of behavioural
report) from this system will be assumed to
covary with conscious states.

Correlates of Consciousness





I want to know how consciousness relates to
the natural physical world.
So need to find the general correlates of
consciousness, not just the neural correlates of
consciousness.
Particular patterns of neuron activity that only
occur in the conscious brain might be necessary
but not sufficient correlates of consciousness,

Correlates of Consciousness




One approach is to focus on the functions that
are executed by the conscious brain.
Candidates include global workspace theory,
information integration, etc.
Call the functions associated with
consciousness f, (the rune feoh (old English)
fehu (Proto Germanic)).
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Functional Correlates of
Consciousness

Functionalism Doesn’t Work!








Correlates of Consciousness








Indeterminacy Envelopes

A variety of things are involved in the natural
implementation of functions f :




Functionalism cannot be tested experimentally
(brain-chip replacement experiment has
ambiguous results).
Functionalism leads to unlikely conscious
systems (Block) and panpsychism
(Putnam/Bishop).
So what else about the brain, apart from its
implementation of functions f, is correlated with
consciousness?
How does the brain naturally implement the
functions f ?

Ion channels
Electromagnetic waves
Haemoglobin
Etc....

Need to determine this experimentally, but there
are a number of problems with this.
The answer has implications for machine
consciousness.
PCC = Potential Correlate of Consciousness

Different Types of Computer

Computer That Might be Conscious
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Neural Correlates of Reportable
Consciousness






Neural Correlates of Reportable
Consciousness

We can only measure the presence of
consciousness when it is being reported (in
some way or other).
The neural correlates of consciousness are
always the neural correlates of reportable
consciousness.
Even Block acknowledges that conscious
information is available for report.

Neural Correlates of Reportable
Consciousness

Neural Correlates of Reportable
Consciousness


This creates difficulties for some of the more
promising theories of the NCC:







Neural synchronization.
Information integration
Recurrent connections.

These could be neural correlates of
consciousness.
Or they could be part of (or indicative of) the
neural implementation of the reporting
functions.

Neural Correlates of Reportable
Consciousness




The most convincing (the most predictive)
theory of consciousness might lead us to
assume that non-reportable information in the
brain is conscious.
But this cannot be demonstrated
experimentally.

RESEARCH Plans
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Turing Fellowship





Turing Centenary Research Project: Mind,
Mechanisms and Mathematics.
Has awarded me 3 years of funding to carry out
a research project in this area.
Will be a visiting research fellow at Sackler
Centre.
Competition details:
http://www.mathcomp.leeds.ac.uk/turing2012/gi
ve-page.php?704

Research Program



Philosophical framework for the scientific study
of consciousness.
Mathematical and algorithmic theories of:






Experimental work.





Test Bed






Spiking neural network of >100,000 neurons.
Run in close to real time (NeMo with possible
cluster extension).
More biologically realistic than NeuroBot
Embodied in an environment; can develop
representations of this environment.
Ideally sufficiently anatomically realistic to
generate predictions about fMRI and EEG.

Representation





Representation.
Consciousness
Intelligence
Build embodied neural network.
Analyze it for representational states and
consciousness.
Apply same approach to fMRI and/or EEG data.

Test Bed






Initially I thought in terms of populations of
neurons at brain nodes. Now more tempted by
the idea of cortical columns linked to thalamus.
Potential starting points would be the Darwin
work at the Neurosciences Institute or an
embodied version of the network developed by
Izhikevich and Edelman (2008).
I am keen to find collaborators for this work.

Identifying Representations

Test bed will enable development of an
approach to representation and the prediction of
mental contents.
Ideally I would like to visualize the contents of
the network’s mind, possibly using virtual reality.
Mathematical approach to understanding the
transformation of data by the senses, rather
than the impossible task of probing it with all
possible information
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Transformation of Information by the
Senses

Predictions about Consciousness




Use mathematical theories (information
integration, liveliness, causal density etc.) to
make predictions about consciousness in test
bed.
Apply same approach to data recorded from
human subjects.

Transformation of information by the retina modelled using the iSpike
library. A) Input image; B) Surface plot of pixel values averaged over red,
green and blue; C) Surface plot of spiking output of iSpike interpreted as
a temporal code (time to spike within 20ms of image exposure); D)
Surface plot of spiking output from iSpike interpreted as a rate code. A
mathematical model of this transformation process would be much more
powerful than a purely empirical approach.

More Information






Slides:
www.davidgamez.eu/talks/
Papers related to this material:
www.davidgamez.eu/publications/
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions:
david@davidgamez.eu.
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